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Model shown is the T-Cross R-Line in optional ‘Makena Turquoise’ metallic paint with optional 18" ‘Nevada’ alloy wheels



Model shown is the T-Cross Style in optional ‘Energetic Orange’ metallic paint.

Unique in  
every way

The T-Cross is as versatile as the people for 

whom it is built – individuals who don’t allow 

any one thing to define them. They’re much 

more than that. They want more – and they 

get more. Get ready to be captivated by a car 

that doesn’t fit in any box and is unique in 

every way.
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As flexible as your lifestyle

There’s nothing standard about it. Leave 

convention behind with the T-Cross.

It offers a host of exterior features and design 

details ensuring a lasting impression from the

first time you lay eyes on it. You’ll find it hard 

to look away.

Model shown is the T-Cross R-Line with optional 18” ‘Nevada’ alloy wheels in optional ‘Makena Turquoise’ premium metallic paint. The T-Cross 07



Model shown is the T-Cross R-Line with optional 18” 'Nevada' alloy wheels in optional 'Makena Turquoise' metallic paint. The T-Cross 09
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Exterior

02 Rear Design. Embrace the modern design of your 
T-Cross with open arms. The view from behind is just 
as appealing – the rear with its striking reflector 
strips and LED tail lights will turn heads wherever you 
go.

03 LED Headlights. Be a guiding light: The LED 
headlights in the T-Cross make quite an impression 
thanks to their striking design – the dynamic hockey-
stick shape of the integrated LED daytime running 
lights is especially distinctive. Meanwhile, the 
o-shaped chrome element in the bumper that 
surrounds the cornering light is guaranteed to draw 
attention.

01 ‘Nevada’ alloy wheels. You decide which wheels 
will best enhance the look of your T-Cross. And with a 
wide range to choose from, you will be spoilt for 
choice. The 18- inch ‘Nevada’ alloy wheels are just 
one option of many.
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01 Lizard decorative inlays. The T-Cross features 
Lizard decorative inlays in a compelling 2D look. The 
décor incorporates everything from the dash panel to 
the front doors to create a virtually seamless 
transition and a fresh, modern look accentuated by 
the indirect ambient lighting. Standard on T-Cross 
Style and R-Line.

02 Jumbo Box. The practical jumbo box between the 
front seats is more than an adjustable armrest. It 
provides space for storing tissues, soft drink cans, 
bottles and much more. Additionally, from T-Cross 
Life models, there are two USB ports on the rear of 
the jumbo box, which is convenient for passengers 
who want to charge their devices.

04 Style Equipment Line. The T-Cross with the Style 
equipment line guarantees exceptional comfort 
thanks to the front sports comfort seats that provide 
optimum support for your back. The rear tinted 
windows and silver anodised roof rails add a touch of 
class while ‘Park Distance Control’ gives you that 
extra peace of mind. Meanwhile, the ambient lighting 
creates exactly the right mood inside the vehicle. This 
is augmented by the Lizard décor with polished 
coverings in the central console.

03 Life Equipment Line. The Life equipment line is 
designed to make you feel right at home from the 
outset: highlights including the 2-Zone Climatronic 
unit, Adaptive Cruise Control, leather multifunction 
steering wheel and voice control turn every journey 
into a top quality experience.
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For those
who refuse to fit in
Everybody demands different things: from life, from themselves 

and from the car that takes them where they need to go. The 

equipment lines with their various design, function and comfort 

highlights allow you to tailor your T-Cross to your exact 

requirements.
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Take advantage of the optional 

Energetic Orange design package 

and make your T-Cross even more 

dazzling. It’s the perfect option for 

those who make no compromise 

when it comes to individuality or 

character. Be bold! It can be grey 

out there on the road – but you 

don’t have to be.
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The T-Cross 13Model shown is the T-Cross Style with optional ‘Energetic Orange’ Design package in optional ‘Energetic Orange’ metallic paint.

01 'Kőln' alloy wheels. The 18-inch ‘Köln’ alloy wheels 
in ‘Energetic Orange’ for the T-Cross Style and R-Line 
provide a splash of colour that simply refuses to be 
ignored.

02 Seat Upholstery. The seat upholstery for the 
central and inner panels is decked out in orange and 
ceramique for a modern, cool aesthetic. The colours 
certainly enhance the look of the sports comfort 
seats.

03 Transition decor. A real eye-catcher: The 
Transition décor with 3D design in ‘Energetic Orange’ 
and grey is an arresting design highlight. 

Make it your own
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R-Line
Most people like to show off their sporty side. The T-Cross R-Line makes it easier to do so 

more than ever. This is clear from the 17-inch ‘Sebring’ R-Line alloy wheels, the design strips 

on the side with the R-Line logo, the prominent skirts on the doors and the front and rear 

bumpers. The R-Line features also give the T-Cross a sportier appearance inside as well with 

the optional R-Line Interior package – with the multifunction sports steering wheel in leath-

er with the R-Line logo and decorative stitching, the stainless steel pedals and the sports 

comfort seats in ‘Carbon Flag’ fabric and seat bolsters with ‘ArtVelours’ micro fleece on the 

inner side together with an embroidered R-Line logo.

Model shown is the T-Cross R-Line with optional 18” ‘Nevada’ alloy wheels and R-Line Interior in optional ‘Reef Blue’ metallic paint.
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01 Active Info Display. The Active Info Display allows 
you to enjoy all the benefits of an instrument cluster 
that does much more than just indicate the cars 
speed and fuel level. From a full-size map to the 
various media features to the digital speedometer, 
you decide exactly what you see on the display. 
Optional from T-Cross Life.

02 USB Ports. Two USB ports at the rear of the 
central console enable your passengers sitting in the 
back to charge their devices with ease – you’ll never 
have to worry about low battery again. Standard from 
T-Cross Life.
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03 App-Connect. Expand your cockpit – App-
Connect transfers your smartphone apps to your 
Infotainment system’s touchscreen: Apple CarPlay™, 
Android Auto™ by Google and MirrorLink® – all three 
innovative technologies are available inside your 
vehicle, enabling you to take advantage of a range of 
useful and entertaining features. Standard from 
T-Cross Life.

04 Beats Sound System. Prefer your tunes to have 
that unique bass rumble? The beats sound system by 
the audio specialists at BeatsAudio is designed to 
provide optimum sound in your T-Cross, wherever 
you’re sitting. The sub-woofer produces solid bass 
tones that are guaranteed to rock your world. All 
speakers are supported by an eight-channel amplifier 
with a 300- watt output – powerful enough to get 
your head nodding and your passengers singing. 
Optional from T-Cross Style.

05 Comfort mobile phone interface. The Comfort 
mobile phone interface allows you to talk with 
whomever you please during your journey. One 
extremely practical feature is the integrated shelf 
with inductive charging function. An inductive 
connection on the exterior antenna guarantees 
minimal disruption to your reception when using the 
hands-free feature. You can activate it via the 
multifunction display, the multifunction steering 
wheel or the radio touchscreen. Optional from 
T-Cross Life.
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Model shown is the T-Cross Style with optional Active Info Display The T-Cross 17

Infotainment
You decide what you want to see: the Active Info Display (10.25 inch) 

shows all key vehicle information. As well as a host of useful features, the 

other multimedia and connectivity equipment in the T-Cross gives you 

something that is truly indispensable: the feeling that you’re in the right 

car.

Connectivity



Model shown is the T-Cross Style with optional ‘Energetic Orange’ Design Pack in optional ‘Energetic Orange’ metallic paint.
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01 Lane Assist - Lane Departure warning system. 
The Lane Assist - Lane Departure warning system can 
– from speeds of 60 km/h – detect whether the 
vehicle is unintentionally leaving its lane.¹ The 
corrective steering assistance feature can prompt the 
driver to return their attention to the road.¹, ² 
Standard on all models.

02 Adaptive Cruise Control. Helps you to maintain a 
previously specified top speed within the legal 
confines of the top road speed limits in Ireland³ as 
well as a suitable distance between your vehicle and 
the one in front of you.¹ Standard from T-Cross Life.

03 Rear View reversing camera. Helps you with 
reversing manoeuvres.¹ The camera image on the 
radio display or navigation system shows the area 
behind the vehicle. Optional from T-Cross Life.

05 Blind Spot sensor. Activates LEDs in the relevant 
exterior mirror to warn you if there is a vehicle in your 
blind spot.¹ When reversing out of a parking space, 
the integrated Rear Traffic Alert system can monitor 
the area behind your vehicle and warn you of any 
traffic that crosses this space.¹ Standard on all 
models.

04 Park Distance Control. When manoeuvring, the 
system issues acoustic and visual warnings when it 
detects obstacles in front of and behind the vehicle.¹ 
The integrated manoeuvre braking function can 
prevent collisions or minimise their impact by 
applying an emergency brake when reversing at 
speeds of up to 10 km/h.¹ You can activate the 
manoeuvre braking function at the touch of a button, 
enabling it to intervene when the vehicle is driving 
forwards as well. Standard on T-Cross Style and 
R-Line. Optional on T-Cross and T-Cross Life. 

1  Within the system’s limits. 
2 The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not 

released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care. 
3 Up to 120 km/h.
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Driver assistance
systems
Prefer to make your own path? The T-Cross does too. A host of driver 

assistance systems – including the Lane Assist lane departure warning 

system – helps you to overcome any potential obstacles.
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Paint
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01  Urano Grey Solid paint
02  Pure White Solid paint
03 Black Solid paint
04  Flash Red Solid paint
05 Reef Blue Metallic paint

06  Makena Turquoise Premium Metallic paint
07  Energetic Orange Metallic paint
08  Dark Petrol Solid paint
09  Reflex Silver Metallic paint
10  Pale Copper Metallic paint
11   Limestone Grey Metallic paint
12  Deep Black Pearl Effect paint
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Wheels

01 16-inch Steel Wheel 'Dublin'. Standard on T-Cross
02  16-inch Alloy Wheel 'Belmont'. Standard on  
 T-Cross Life
03  16-inch Alloy Wheel 'Rochester'. Optional on  
 T-Cross & Life
04  17-inch Alloy Wheel 'Bangalore'. Standard on  
 T-Cross Style
05  17-inch Alloy Wheel 'Manila' in Black burnished  
 surface. Optional on T-Cross Life
06  17-inch Alloy Wheel 'Manila'1 in Energetic Orange.  
 Optional on T-Cross Life
07  17-inch Alloy Wheel 'Manila'2 in Bamboo Garden.  
 Optional on T-Cross Life

08  17-inch Alloy Wheel 'Sebring'3. Standard on R-Line
09  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Koln' in Black burnished  
 surface. Optional on T-Cross Style and R-Line
10  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Koln'1 in Energetic Orange.  
 Optional on T-Cross Style and R-Line
11  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Koln'2 in Bamboo Garden.  
 Optional on T-Cross Style and R-Line
12  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Funchal'. Optional on T-Cross  
 Style and R-Line
13  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Funchal' in Adamantium  
 Dark. Optional on T-Cross Style and R-Line
14  18-inch Alloy Wheel 'Nevada'3 in Black burnished  
 surface. Optional on T-Cross Style and R-Line.

07

03 060504

1  This alloy wheel is only available in the Energetic Orange design  
 package.
2  This alloy wheel is only available in the Bamboo Garden design  
 package.
3  Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to  
 www.volkswagen.ie for additional information.
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Upholstery

01  'Basket' cloth seat cover Platinum Grey. Standard  
 on T-Cross
02  'Triangle Ties' cloth seat cover Platinum Grey.  
 Standard on Life
03  'Hexalink' cloth seat cover Pearl Grey. Standard  
 on Style & R-Line
04  'Diag' cloth seat cover1 Neutral / Titan Black.  
 Optional on Life, Style & R-Line
05  'Diag' cloth seat cover2 Orange / Ceramique.  
 Optional on Life, Style & R-Line
06  'Diag' cloth seat cover3 Makena Turquoise- 
 Orange / Platinum Grey Cloth. Optional on Life,  
 Style & R-Line
07  'Carbon Flag' R-Line cloth seat cover4 Crystal  
 Grey. Optional on R-Line

1  Only available with the Black design package
2  Only available with the Energetic Orange design package
3  Only available with the Bamboo Garden design package
4  Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmBH. Please refer to  
 www.volkswagen.ie for additional information.

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The 
printing process cannot render the seat upholstery, decorative trim and 
paint finishes with absolute accuracy. The images of the seats show the 
model’s basic seat design and may vary from an optional higher-quality 
variant.

01 02 03

04 05 06

Dash Inserts

01  'Pineapple' décor Deep Iron/Silver. Standard on  
 Life
02  'Lizard' decor Shadow Steel-Black. Standard on  
 Style & R-Line
03  'Softell' decor. Standard on T-Cross 
04  Transition decor1, 3. High-Gloss Black & Grey.  
 Optional on Life, Style & R-Line
05  'Transition' decor2. Energetic Orange & Grey.  
 Optional on Life, Style & R-Line
06  'Race' R-Line decor4. Optional on R-Line
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Discover the
World of Volkswagen Engines 

For a full overview of engine availability, please 
download the T-Cross product guide at volkswagen.ie

Fuel Consumption 
Fuel Consumption l/100km (max. - min): 6.6 - 5.2.  
CO2 emissions g/km (max. - min.) 149 - 133. Increased
weight of a vehicle, including higher trim levels and 
the addition of options may have an effect on the
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions produced. The 
CO2 and fuel consumption figures are the official
figures obtained from tests under standardised EU 
test conditions.

The specified fuel consumption and emission values are the official 
figures obtained from tests under standardised EU test conditions
in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test 
Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic test method for measuring fuel
consumption (l/100km) and CO₂ emissions. Information correct at the 
time of print. WLTP replaces the previous NEDC test method.
The WLTP Min. values refer to the minimum values of the standard 
entry version excluding additional equipment such as optional
extras and accessories which may have an effect on the fuel 
consumption (l/100km) and CO₂ emissions produced. The WLTP Max.
values refers to the maximum value achieved considering optional 
extras. To discover exact values please configure your desired
vehicle at volkswagen.ie/build. You can discover more about the WLTP 
at volkswagen.ie/wltp

The Volkswagen Warranty
Three-year Warranty
All Volkswagen T-Cross models come with a three-
year/90,000km warranty which protects your car 
against the failure of most mechanical and electrical 
components due to manufacturing defects. This 
comprises of a two-year manufacturer’s warranty 
with unlimited mileage plus a further one-
year/90,000km (whichever is soonest) warranty*. Full 
details of the three-year warranty are available from 
your authorised Volkswagen retailer.
* All warranty work must be completed by an 

authorised Volkswagen retailer or repairer.

Three-year Paint Warranty
The paintwork of the T-Cross is covered against 
manufacturing defects for a period of three years. 
Naturally, the T-Cross must be cared for in 
compliance with the operating instructions which will 
be found in your vehicle handbook. Please consult 
your Volkswagen retailer for full warranty details.

12-year Body Protection Warranty
The internal body sections and panels of the T-Cross 
are covered against rusting through from the inside 
for 12 years. Naturally, the T-Cross must be cared for 
in compliance with the operating instructions. Please 
consult your Volkswagen retailer for full warranty 
details.

Service Intervals for Engines
Full details of what checks and work are 
recommended at each service are contained in the 
Service Book and your retailer will be able to advise 
you of any particular requirements.

Approved Accessories
A comprehensive range of accessories from alloy 
wheels to carpet mats is available to complement the 
factory-fitted option list.

Volkswagen Finance
Volkswagen Finance offers a dedicated service to 
meet the needs of both the business user and the 
private motorist. We can help you choose the right 
type of finance and will tailor the package to meet 
your specific requirements. Please consult your 
Volkswagen retailer for details.

Volkswagen Assistance
Every new car is registered for Volkswagen Assistance 
for three years. This provides vehicle recovery in the 
unlikely event of a breakdown (subject to conditions).

Please Note:
Every effort has been made to ensure that the 
contents of this publication (including CO2 , fuel 
consumption and technical information) were 
accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press 

January 2020. Please be aware that model year and 
other changes (including specification or individual 
options) may impact on fuel consumption or CO2 
figures. Please check with your retailer regarding any 
queries on a specific model or chassis number. 
Volkswagen Ireland reserves the right to change 
specifications and withdraw products from sale 
without notice. Any such alterations will be notified 
to Volkswagen retailers at the earliest opportunity; 
please consult your local Volkswagen retailer for the 
latest product information.

Some illustrations in this brochure do not necessarily 
reflect Irish specifications. Consequently, controls 
and some items of equipment are positioned 
differently for Ireland.

The specifications contained in this brochure are for 
information purposes only as we cannot confirm the 
exact specifications of the vehicles. If you require any 
specific feature, you must consult your Volkswagen 
retailer who is regularly updated with any change in 
specification. Please check model availability and full 
specification details with your Volkswagen retailer 
prior to ordering.
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